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Governance

Regulatory and legal stability

Predictability

DISCLOSURE OF MULTIANNUAL AUCTION CALENDARS IN THE ELECTRICITY, OIL AND GAS, AND MINING SECTORS
POW ER SECTOR

STRUCTURAL ACTIONS

• Modernization of the power sector
• Expansion of the energy market
• Reduction of charges and subsidies
• Identification and valuation of attributes from all sources
• Prices that can guarantee safety, cost and sustainability
CIRCUMSTANTIAL ACTIONS

- Continuity of Eletrobras capitalization process
- Renegotiation of part of the Itaipu Treaty
- Continuity of the Angra 3 project
- Interconnection of the state of Roraima to the interconnected transmission system
MINERAL SECTOR

DAM SAFETY

• New institutional arrangement of the mineral sector - ANM framework
• Investment in geological knowledge
• Auction of more than 20,000 areas already available at ANM and of mining titles
Transfer of rights surplus auction

Improvement of the governance of the exploration regime in the pre-salt areas

Opening of the Natural Gas market

Support for initiatives and enterprises dedicated to renewable energy such as biofuels
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